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	Computational complexity, originated from the interactions between computer science and numerical optimization, is one of the major theories that have revolutionized the approach to solving optimization problems and to analyzing their intrinsic difficulty. This volume is a collection of articles on recent complexity developments in numerical optimization. The topics covered include complexity of approximation algorithms, new polynomial time algorithms for convex quadratic minimization, interior point algorithms, complexity issues regarding test generation of NP-hard problems, complexity of scheduling problems, min-max, fractional combinatorial optimization, fixed point computations, and network flow problems. This volume should be a valuable source of information to faculty, students and researchers in numerical optimization and related areas.
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Getting Started with RFID: Identify Objects in the Physical World with ArduinoO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The process of identifying physical objects is such a fundamental part of our
	
		experience that we seldom think about how we do it. We use our senses, of
	
		course: we look at, feel, pick up, shake and listen to, smell, and taste objects
	
		until we have a reference for them—then we give them a label. The whole...
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Disinfection and Decontamination: Principles, Applications and Related IssuesCRC Press, 2007

	In the battle between humans and microbes, knowledge may be not only the best weapon but also the best defense. Pulling contributions from 34 experts into a unified presentation, Disinfection and Decontamination: Principles, Applications, and Related Issues provides coverage that is both sophisticated and practical. The book reviews...
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Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Programming (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Master the increasingly complex feature set of the latest release of Microsoft SQL Server with the information in Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Programming. Review the new features of SQL Server that will be of interest to you as an experienced developer and move on to more detailed, practical code examples. Learn how to write...
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WiMAX: Technology for Broadband Wireless AccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
WiMAX Broadband Wireless Access Technology based on the IEEE 802.16 standard is at the origin of great promises for many different markets covering fixed wireless Internet Access, Backhauling and Mobile cellular networks. WiMAX technology is designed for the transmission of multimedia services (voice, Internet, email, games and others) at high...
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Linux Command Line and Shell Scripting Bible, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Welcome to the second edition of Linux Command Line and Shell Scripting Bible. Like all books in the Bible series, you can expect to find both hands-on tutorials and real-world information, as well as reference and background information that provides a context for what you are learning. This book is a fairly comprehensive resource on the...
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Podcasting and Blogging with GarageBand and iWebPeachpit Press, 2006
If you've got something to say and want to join the podcasting revolution but don't know how to start, this short and approachable guide from bestselling authors Robin Williams and John Tollett will teach you how to create and distribute podcasts using Apple's easy-to-use audio and Web site tools. Using the Garageband and iWeb tools from Apple's...
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